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Roadrunner Governors and Officers,
This time our 3rd Quarter Governors’ Meeting was held via TEAMS Meeting. Once
again we thank Wallace Ricks for setting this up – it was a good venue to hold the
meeting since this time we could actually see each other, and the little hand that
appeared on each picture showed exactly who was going to speak. This is especially
good to use since we don’t know how long we will be in this mode.
Even though we haven’t had any Regional events since the Kickoff, we did have several
matters we needed to discuss:
Since the National Meeting in May was cancelled, the 2nd Quarter RE meeting was via
teleconference. In this meeting the only thing we discussed was changes to the current
NCCC By-Laws. The majority of the changes had to do with grammatical editing,
removal of items which were outdated, and rewording of sections to ensure clarity. The
only change which directly affected the Governors was the change to the process of
creating the ballots for election of National Officers and By-Law and policy changes.
This year the ballot will be generated by a committee rather than one person, and then it
will be approved by the RE’s before being placed on the website. Once this occurs, the
RE's will now have access to the ballots (but will not be voting) so that if one of the
governors has questions or concerns about anything the RE can see the ballot item and
respond accordingly.
With the 2020 National Convention in Indianapolis having been cancelled, we can look
forward to the 2021 National Convention on June 13-18 in Cleveland. It has also been
approved to hold the 2022 National Convention in Atlantic City, NJ.
As you have seen from Bob Johnson’s RCD report, the decision was made to cancel all
National points for the year, and the decision of whether to count Regional points is up
to each individual Region. At present time there are no sanctioned events scheduled
until October, and we are left with 4 events at that time. The decision was made to see
what happens with the current situation and revisit the matter of Regional awards at our
4th Quarter Meeting.
RMD Ron Scott advised everyone that since at this time there is no pro-rating of
membership fees, that if anyone has a new member joining later in the year they should
hold the application and check until Sept. 1 or after. This way the fee would be good for
both the remainder of the current year as well as the subsequent year.
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Our 4th Quarter Governors’ Meeting is scheduled for Oct. 10 in the afternoon at Larry
McCarty’s house in Cottonwood, AZ. At this time we don’t know if this will be able to
occur, but if it does I will send out specific time and directions. Otherwise we will be
holding another TEAMS meeting.
A bit of truly good news is that CCRC is continuing with plans to host the 2021 Kickoff
on Jan. 29-31 at the Riverside Casino and Hotel in Laughlin, NV. A Save the Date flyer
has already gone out, and Debbie will put a header on our website announcing it as
well. A big thank you to CCRC – this promises to be a terrific time!
The deadline for articles for the next issue of Blue Bars is Aug. 31. I have a few items
already, but I would truly appreciate it if any of you can supply any information and
especially photos of anything your club has been doing during this time of social
distancing – either social events or charitable events. Remember that the NCCC now
requires us to fill out waivers for any gathering whether it be social or otherwise.
I know all of us are getting weary of our “new normal” and can’t wait until we can get
back to some sense of gathering with our fellow Corvette buddies. Until then, Save the
Wave!
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